
2: PRIMETIME
META: TWO TO THE N

Some series come in sequences. And a good one will keep you watching just to see what

happens next.

For this puzzle, please disregard articles in titles.

The Greatest Swordsman.

� Introducing our hero: Don Diego, returns home to San Diego.

� A secretive route: Don saves his friend Benito by proving that Benito is not

the masked swordsman.

� Travel to church: Mr Torres is hiding, as Monastario draws him out by

torturing workers.

� Hidden Passage: Don shows Bernardo his secret base, a stable for his horse

Tornado.

� A romantic evening: Don Nacho Torres leaves his hiding spot to return home,

and the Masked man helps Torres escape

Cutting up Bloodsuckers.

� At a gathering, our heroine finds a bloodsucker trying to open a door to

another dimension.

� A female wizard is probably the cause of our hero’s cheer squad’s sudden loss

of sight and unprecedented burning.

� A She-Mage may have cast a curse on the cheer squad who can no longer see,

and are on fire.

� Don’t cause your guy to die the first time out is a good lesson as our

heroine loses track of Giles during her date.

� The winged man and our heroine kiss, but she learns that he is a vampire!

� She shouldn’t let her boy toy pass, and concludes that normal dating might be

too deadly.

Doh! Only up to 2278.

� The son fakes his genius by swapping exams, and is sent to a gifted learning

school.

� The father goes on a journey, by first bungling his job at the nuclear power

plant, then becoming a safety inspector
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� The family’s call is heard on the next adventure when their RV breaks down,

and the dad is mistaken for a monster with big feet

� The son is a military leader who rallies the children to defeat his foe,

Nelson.

� A promise is made to double autos and triple peepers after meltdown at the

local power plant.

Flipping your diagnostics.

� The parentage of a boy reveals that he has Dawson’s disease.

� Our hero finds that all choice are bad, but especially the use of copper.

� A kept promise is broken, as African sleeping sickness rears its ugly head in

a relationship.

� The doctor realizes reality in this triple diagnoses, with patients suffering

from methanol poisoning, pheochromocytoma, and lung cancer.

� The true cause of a hex is revealed to be anthrax.

� The doctor faces off against a deity, but the true enemy is Tuberous

sclerosis and herpes.

Unlucky Cavemen

� A watering hole is constructed by our rocky hero and his best buddy.

� Watching over a child is a difficult task for our hero and his best friend,

who take the baby to a wrestling match.

� Whacking a rock into a hole causes a financial rift between our best pal and

his friend.

� A Dino-burger joint is the sketchy financial investment of our stone age hero

and his best pal.

� Stealing from a financial institution is the crime our hero is framed for as

he returns 86k.

� A billboard smash is not what our hero has written, but rather a plagiarized

version of "Stardust".

Falling over and over again

� Visitors who cannot leave -- twins make a new home with their uncle in the

mystery shack.

� Watch out for this legendary gobbling beast in this boating trip!

� The missing head of a wax sculpture causes a mystery.
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� It is not very convenient when one party woos another by fibbing how old they

are.

� The smaller twin tries to become the bigger twin by using a magic crystal.

Greater of the Trains

� It’s a huge moment for our blue wheeled hero, who messes up by starting

before coupling.

� The blue engine saves a broken red engine whose flammable brakes burn out.

� A tractor teaches our hero about the sturdiness of tread.

� The air-born fish train freezes, and Henry gets an upgrade.

� Edward "Old Iron" saves James after a prank.

I choose you, because you are single!

� It’s a tiny monster disaster as our hero and his pet heal up and defeat the

evil team with a shock. We meet the Rockets for the first time.

� In this second portion of scary buildings, our hero and his pet are brought

back to life by 3 prankster ghosts.

� At a shape shifters strange home, our hero and his friends teach a shape

shifter how to shape shift its face.

The lesser Pals.

� Number one: an appendage found inside a soda can.

� Ein: clothes cleaner from Deutschland is an awkward romantic encounter

between two people who are probably meant for each other.

� A single motherly Bing appears, who, much to the dismay of her son, kisses a

friend.

� Part II of I; two girls meet two cute doctors.

� An aubergine, and some beef cause trouble between the friends, who are split

on their differing incomes.

� A new roommate turns out to be worse than the old one; a video about stinky

felines is in the works.

Far away from 5+4

� Before and after an ex freedom fighter becomes a new member of the stations

crew, we’re introduced to an ex-spy turned tailor.

� No 10-point letters here, as an alien deity pursues his ex-girlfriend to the

station.
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� Drawing the plans for war, the ‘‘pope’’ of the planet is stranded on a world

where the dead return to life.

� In this song for two, a visitor is suspected to be "Butcher", the war

criminal.

� Our crew pretends to be deities as they find a tiny new universe.

� To the other side of the mirror is where our crew goes where no crew has

bodily gown before.

Live: Lunar maritimers vs Evil!

� Jedaito is finished in this showdown with our lunar maritime gang.

� Is moderu the new career for our gang, or are they being secretly influenced

by the dark?

� Runa has a bad day with a regular kitty.

� Purinsesu training seems to be in store for our heroine.
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